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Ultrasonic backscattered signals contain frequency-dependent information that is usually discarded
to produce conventionalB-mode images. It is hypothesized that parametrization of the quantitative
ultrasound frequency-dependent information~i.e., estimating scatterer size and acoustic
concentration! may be related to discrete scattering anatomic structures in tissues. Thus, an
estimation technique is proposed to extract scatterer size and acoustic concentration from the power
spectrum derived from a three-dimensional impedance map~3DZM! of a tissue volume. The 3DZM
can be viewed as a computational phantom and is produced from a 3D histologic data set. The 3D
histologic data set is constructed from tissue sections that have been appropriately stained to
highlight specific tissue features. These tissue features are assigned acoustic impedance values to
yield a 3DZM. From the power spectrum, scatterer size and acoustic concentration estimates were
obtained by optimization. The 3DZM technique was validated by simulations that showed relative
errors of less than 3% for all estimated parameters. Estimates using the 3DZM technique were
obtained and compared against published ultrasonically derived estimates for two mammary tumors,
a rat fibroadenoma and a 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma. For both tumors, the relative difference
between ultrasonic and 3DZM estimates was less than 10% for the average scatterer size. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1810191#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Qf, 43.20.Fn, 43.80.Vj@FD# Pages: 413–423
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I. INTRODUCTION

ConventionalB-mode images are derived from bac
scattered radio frequency~rf! echo signals. The rf echoes a
created by reflections from interfaces between acoustic
different regions~macrostructure! and by coherent and inco
herent scattering from tissue microstructures. Those e
signals contain frequency-dependent information about
smaller scale tissue structures~,wavelength!. B-mode image
processing removes the frequency-dependent informa
available in the rf echo signals.B-mode images are good a
displaying larger scale tissue structures~.wavelength! but,
to display and quantify smaller scale structures,
frequency-dependent information must be utilized.

The rf echo signals backscattered from biological tiss
contain information about the size, shape, number, and r
tive impedance~ratio of the acoustic impedance differen
between the background and the scatterers to that of
background, the acoustic impedance is defined as the pro
of the density and the speed of propagation of sound! of the
scattering objects. The backscattered signal is a superpos

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
wdo@uiuc.edu
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of wavelets scattered from numerous small structures c
fined within the volume of ensonified tissue. The frequen
dependent backscattered signal is dependent on the ave
tissue properties~size, shape, number, compressibility, de
sity! of the scatterers within the ensonified region relative
the compressibility and density of the medium surround
the scatterers.1 The backscattered signal is, therefore, mo
eled as a statistical distribution of scatterers.

It is hypothesized that enhancing existingB-mode im-
ages with quantified physical properties of the average tis
microstructures can improve diagnosis of diseased tis
Quantitative ultrasound~QUS! images, images enhanced b
scatterer parameters like the average scatterer size and a
tic concentration~product of the number density and th
square of the relative acoustic impedance of the scatter!,
have successfully been used to characterize different asp
of tissue microstructures. Noteworthy are the pioneer
works that have demonstrated theoretically and experim
tally the ability to ultrasonically quantify ocular, liver, pros
tate, renal, and cardiac tissues.2–5 Research revealed6 that the
effective scatterer size in ocular tumors was a strong ind
tor of cancer. Further, QUS results have provided grea
diagnostic accuracy in prostate cancer detection and le
il:
41313/11/$22.50 © 2005 Acoustical Society of America
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localization than all other noninvasive techniqu
combined.7,8 Anisotropy measurements of renal tissu
showed that changes in the scatterer strength~acoustic con-
centration! were responsible for the anisotropy of backsca
rather than changes in scatterer size.5 QUS imaging tech-
niques were shown to be capable of differentiating amo
conditions that caused increased cortical echogenicity
structural changes like glomerular hypertrophy.9–12 Further-
more, QUS measurements agreed well with measuremen
those structures in biopsy samples.

Recently, we examined two different types of tumors
determine if it were feasible to distinguish between the
mors and normal tissues based on scatterer prop
estimates.13–15In the first study, QUS images of spontaneo
rat mammary tumors@fibroadenomas~Harlan, Indianapolis,
IN!# and surrounding tissues were constructed and compa
In the second study, a carcinoma cell line@4T1 mouse mam-
mary carcinoma, CRL-2539 American Type Culture Colle
tion ~ATCC, Manassas, VA!# was cultured and implante
into mice. Estimates of scatterer size and acoustic conce
tion were made for the fibroadenoma and were compa
with the carcinoma estimates. A statistically significant d
ference between scatterer diameter estimates inside and
side the fibroadenomas was observed for five of the eight
@analysis of variance~ANOVA !, p,0.05].16 A statistically
significant difference between acoustic concentration e
mates inside and outside the fibroadenomas was seen fo
but one rat~ANOVA, p,0.05).16 A clear distinction was
seen between the two tumor types and between the surro
ing normal tissues using a multivariate classificati
scheme.15

Even though the QUS images~scatter size and acoust
concentration! have shown their effectiveness in differentia
ing masses in animal mammary tumor models, what is m
ing to more fully exploit the QUS approach is an understa
ing of the anatomical scattering sources. This understan
is hypothesized to lead to the identification of the act
anatomical scattering sites in tissues. Identification of s
terering sites will lead to improved scattering models. Th
improved models will yield more accurate and precise
rameter estimation techniques from which it is also hypo
esized to lead to QUS capabilities for diagnosing disea
Identification of the scattering sites is also important for
timating the optimal frequency range of interrogation for d
ferent kinds of tissues. A very similar approach has be
shown to be successful in the case of trabecular bone17

where a binary 3DZM was used to describe bone microst
tures.

To accomplish these challenges, this contribution int
duces a novel approach to identify the anatomical scatte
sources. The approach uses volume sections~3D histologic
maps! corresponding to actual scanned tumor volumes
generate a 3D impedance map~3DZM!. The 3DZMs are
created by manually aligning serial photomicrographs of
mor sections. Impedance values are assigned to the diffe
stained structures by the use of look-up tables of acous
properties of the different tissue elements. The Fourier tra
form of the 3D spatial autocorrelation function~SAF! of the
414 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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3DZM is then calculated and used to estimate scatterer p
erties.

II. THEORY

A. Weak scattering in an inhomogeneous medium

The theory of scattering of a propagating acoustic wa
in a heterogeneous medium is reviewed.18 Weak scattering is
the case where the inhomogeneities that cause scatte
have tissue property values~density,r, and compressibility,
k! very close to those of the rest of the medium. For
incident plane wave of unit amplitude, in the case of t
Born approximation~multiple scattering is ignored!, the
backscattered pressure wave far from the interrogated~or
scattering! volume is a spherical wave:

pbs5
e2 ikr

r
F~2k!, ~1!

where bs denotes backscattered,k is the propagation constan
(k5v/c where v is the angular frequency andc is the
propagation speed! and the angle distribution function
F(2k) is

F~2k!5
k2

4p E E E
V0

g~r 0!e22ikr 0dv0 . ~2!

V0 represents the scattering volume and the functiong(r ) is

g~r !5gk~r !2gr~r !, ~3!

where

gk~r !5
k~r !2k0

k0
~4!

and

gr~r !5
r~r !2r0

r~r !
, ~5!

wherer(r ) andk(r ) are the density and compressibility o
the scattering sites, andr0 and k0 are the density and the
compressibility of the material surrounding the scatter
sites, respectively.gk(r ) andgr(r ) are therefore the relative
changes in compressibility and density in the scattering v
umeV0 , respectively.

The backscattered intensity is hence

I bs5Ak4uF~2k!u2, ~6!

whereA is a proportionality constant.
In the case of weak scattering, that is, whengk andgr

are very small~for example,,0.1 for this first-order Taylor
series approximation to be accurate!, the functiong(r ) ap-
proximates to19

g~r !522
z~r !2z0

z~r !
522

Dz

z
, ~7!

wherez is the plane wave impedancez5rc5Ar/k, z(r ) is
the acoustical impedance value at locationr, and z0 is the
background impedance, that is, the impedance of the
dium with no scatterers. Thus, the functiong(r ) is propor-
tional to the relative change in acoustic impedance.
Mamou et al.: Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites
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Combining Eqs.~2!, ~6!, and~7! yields

I bs5A8k4S~2k!, ~8!

where

S~2k!5U***V0
~Dz/z! e22ikr 0dv0

***V0
~Dz/z! dv0

U2

5
S8~2k!

S8~0!
~9!

and whereA8 is a new proportionality constant, andS(2k) is
normalized such thatS(0)51

The backscattered intensity divided byk4 is proportional
to the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform of
relative impedance function, which is equal to the Four
transform of the SAF of the relative impedance function
the scattering volume.20 S8(2k) and S(2k), defined by Eq.
~9!, are hence termed power spectrum and normalized po
spectrum of the medium, respectively.

B. Form factor

Form factors~FFs! are functions that describe the am
plitude of the backscattered intensity due to a single sca
ing structure as a function of frequency, or more commo
as a function of the wave vector amplitudek. The FFs are
based on 3D spatial correlation models by assuming s
form or shape for the scattering tissue structures. Usu
simple scattering shapes are assumed and in most cases
have a spherical symmetry. Mathematically, FFs are rela
to the shape of the scatterer through the Fourier transfo
Specifically, the FF is the Fourier transform of the 3D SA
of a 3D medium containing a single scatterer, that is,
magnitude squared of the Fourier transform of the sin
scatterer’s shape. FFs are normalized to a value of 1 w
k50 and their derivative usually vanishes whenk50.19

They are therefore readily comparable to the normali
power spectrumS(2k) @Eq. ~9!#.

Commonly used FFs include the Gaussian, the fl
sphere, and the spherical shell. They all describe spheric
symmetric scatterers and depend only on the radiusa of the
scattering structure. For the fluid sphere FF the scattere
assumed to be a homogeneous sphere filled with a fluid.
the spherical shell FF the scatterer is assumed to be a
shell and therefore no wave is propagated inside the sph
The Gaussian FF is a continuous distribution with spher
symmetry of relative impedance between the scatterer
the surrounding medium. The common FF definitions are1,19

Fa
1~2k!5e20.827k2aeff

2
~Gaussian!, ~10!

Fa
2~2k!5F j 1~2ka!

~2/3! kaG2

~fluid sphere!, ~11!

Fa
3~2k!5@ j 0~2ka!#2 ~spherical shell!. ~12!

The subscript eff in Eq.~10! denotes effective because th
radius does not correspond to a sharp discontinuity fo
continuous distribution;aeff is related to the correlation dis
tance,d, by d5(3Ap/2)1/3aeff51.55aeff .

19 The subscript eff
is omitted in the remainder of the paper. Also, the te
‘‘scatterer size’’ will always refer to the diameter of the sca
terer~i.e., 2a or 2aeff for the Gaussian model!. j 0 and j 1 are
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order 0 a
1, respectively.

The Gaussian FF@Eq. ~10!# has often been used t
model scattering from soft tissues.16,21,3 The Gaussian FF
allows for efficient estimation schemes to be utilized wh
estimating scatterer properties, i.e., the scatterer size
acoustic concentration. Goodness-of-fit has been used to
termine the best FF for describing scattering; however,
anatomical scattering sources are still undetermined. Th
may exist undiscovered FFs that better model scattering
those FFs commonly used. Faran has derived closed-f
expressions for the scattering from cylinders and spher22

and Insana has compared common FFs@Eqs.~10!–~12!# with
the results of the Faran theory for spheres.1 Their results
have shown variable agreement between closed-form re
and the common FFs for different types of spherical scat
ers. The variability is extremely dependent upon the aco
tical properties of the considered spherical scattering st
ture being considered. Form factor models do not take i
account the presence of shear waves in the scatte
whereas the theory of Faran incorporates shear. There
the FF models are expected to work well for soft tissue sc
tering that does not support significant shear wave.

III. METHODS

A. 3D impedance map

A 3D impedance map can be viewed as a computatio
phantom. It is essentially a 3D matrix that describes some
the acoustical properties of a tissue volume; the elements
the values of the acoustic impedance of the medium.

3DZMs are derived from a 3D histologic data set, a
are independent of ultrasonically acquired and/or proces
data. To produce a 3DZM, tissue is fixed in 10% neutr
buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, moun
on glass slides, and stained with H&E~Hematoxylin and
Eosin stain!. Hematoxylin stains negatively charged nucle
acids~chromatin in nuclei and ribosomes! blue. Eosin stains
proteins pink such as cell cytoplasm, connective tiss
muscle, etc. Therefore, all cell structures with proteins st
pink and the more protein the darker the pink color.

Each stained section is photographed with a light mic
scope@Nikon ~Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan! Optiphot-2
optical microscope#, the photographs digitized with a Son
~Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan! CCD-Iris/RGB color
video camera as a bitmap image, and each bitmap im
aligned ~registered! to form the 3D histologic map. Struc
tures of approximately 0.5mm or larger can be resolved
therefore individual proteins and chromatin molecules c
not be resolved, but the organization of these molecules
tissue structure such as nuclei, chromatids, connective tis
or muscle fibers allows them to be seen. Then, each bitm
image pixel value in the 3D histologic map is converted to
appropriate acoustic impedance value to form the 3DZM

To convert each pixel value to an appropriate acou
impedance value a color-threshold algorithm was used
every H&E stained bitmap image. The range of colors of
different structures in the bitmap images were record
Each structure was assigned an impedance value~Table I!.
415Mamou et al.: Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites
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The bitmap images represent a two-dimensional~2D! matrix
with colors represented by three 8 bit values correspond
to red, green, and blue. The ranges of color values co
sponding to the different structures were used to project
bitmap into a 2D matrix where certain color ranges, cor
sponding to identified structures, were given the value co
sponding to its assigned impedance value from the ta
Sometimes pixels in the bitmap images were of colors t
did not correspond to identified color ranges. In the case
pixels outside the identified color ranges, nearest neigh
values were used to assign impedance values to the un
tified pixels.

Tissue proteins stained with eosin have shades of c
ranging from very light pink to dark pink, depending on th
concentration of protein within the structure. This different
staining allowed for the recognition of unique microstru
tures in the tissue. A range of colors corresponding to
identified microstructure in the stained bitmap images w
then assigned a single color. The new single color was t
representative of the acoustic impedance for that tissue
crostructure.

For each pixel of the same color in the color-threshold
bitmap image the same acoustic impedance value was
signed. Figure 1 shows an example of an original H&
stained photomicrograph of a tissue section and the co
thresholded bitmap from a rat fibroadenoma. The stai
sections were manually registered. The number of tissue
tions was kept at a reasonable number~66 maximum!. How-
ever, increasing the number of tissue sections would resu
the need for a registration algorithm to automatically ali
the sections because manually aligning the sections w
become too labor intensive.

Two different mammary tumors were used in our ana
sis. The impedance values used for the different tissue
crostructures contained in the tissue were somewhat em
cal, but also based on a large body of measured data.23–25For
most soft tissues, the propagation speeds and densities

TABLE I. Impedance values used for the 3D impedance maps.

Rat fibroadenoma~Mrayl! 4T1 Mouse mammary carcinoma~Mrayl!

1.58—epithelial cells 1.45—fat
1.54—mammary duct 1.58—cytoplasm

1.60—nuclei
1.60—red blood cells

1.80—connective tissue (z0) 1.80—connective tissue
1.55—background (z0)
416 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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within a relatively narrow range~speeds: 1520–1580 m/s
densities: 980–1010 kg/m3; impedances: 1.5–1.6 Mrayl!,
with whole blood ~speed: 1580 m/s; density: 1040 kg/m3;
impedance: 1.6 Mrayl! at the high end of most soft tissue
For lipid-based tissues, both the speed and density are so
what lower ~speeds: 1400–1500 m/s; densities: 920–9
kg/m3; impedances: 1.3–1.5 Mrayl!. For the collagen-based
tissues, both the speed and density are somewhat greate
most soft tissues~speeds: 1600–1700 m/s; densities: 102
1100 kg/m3; impedances: 1.6–1.9 Mrayl!.

The first tumor was a rat fibroadenoma. Each of the
10-mm-thick tissue sections measured laterally 640mm by
480 mm. Each bitmap image measured 800 pixels by 6
pixels. Thus, each pixel represents a square of size 0.8mm
by 0.8mm. Figure 2~a! shows the 3D H&E stained histologi
map. For this tumor, three impedance values were used~left
column of Table I!: 1.58 Mrayl @for the epithelial cells~in
green in Fig. 2~a!#, 1.54 Mrayl for the mammary duct~in
red!, and 1.8 Mrayl for the connective tissue~background
impedance,z0 in blue!. The resulting 3DZM is displayed in
Fig. 2~b!.

The second tumor was a 4T1 mouse mammary ca
noma. Each of the 66 5-mm-thick tissue sections measure
laterally 160mm by 120mm. Each bitmap image measure
800 pixels by 600 pixels. Thus, each pixel represent
square of size 0.2mm by 0.2mm. Figure 3~a! shows the 3D
H&E stained histologic map.

For this tumor four distinct impedance values were us
~right column of Table I!: 1.45 Mrayl for the fat@white in
Fig. 3~a!#, 1.58 Mrayl for the cytoplasm~gray!, 1.60 Mrayl
for the nuclei~blue!, 1.60 Mrayl for the red blood cells~red!,
and 1.8 Mrayl for the connective tissue~green!. The resulting
3DZM is displayed in Fig. 3~b!. Also, for this tumor the
background impedance (z0) was assumed to be 1.55 Mray

All the 3D renderings@Figs. 2~a!, ~b!, 3~a! and~b!# were
obtained using the software packageETDIPS

~www.cc.nih.gov/cip/software/etdips/; a multidimension
volume visualization and analysis software, co-developed
the US National Institutes of Health and the National U
versity of Singapore!.

B. Estimation technique

This section presents the methodology used to ob
estimates from the power spectrum of a 3DZM. First, t
3DZM is divided into smaller volumes called regions of i
terest~ROIs!. By dividing the 3DZM into smaller volumes
n
e
is
FIG. 1. The left image is a light microscopy illustratio
of the H&E-stained histology of a tissue section. Th
right image is the impedance map derived from th
histologic section. Both images are 480mm by 640mm.
Mamou et al.: Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites
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FIG. 2. ~a! 3D H&E-stained histology
of a fibroadenoma.~b! Derived 3D im-
pedance map, black lines show th
four ROIs. ~c! Estimated scatterer di-
ameter.~d! Estimated acoustic concen
tration. The volumes shown in~a! and
~b! are of size 640mm3480mm3390
mm.
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statistics about the estimates can be calculated from the
ferent ROIs to show the precision of the estimation sche
The scatterer size and acoustic concentration are then
mated for each ROI by an estimation routine that fits
Gaussian FF to the power spectrum. The Gaussian FF
used so that results obtained herein could be compared
published experimental ultrasound estimates16 that used the
Gaussian FF. However, the estimation technique could
used the same way with any FF. Estimates are obtained
minimizing the mean squared error between the log of
normalized power spectrum@S(2k); Eq. ~9!# and the log of
the Gaussian FF@Eq. ~10!# over the radiusa, that is,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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e
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ith
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by
e

a* 5argminF E
kmin

kmax
@ log~S~2k!!2 log~Fa

1~2k!!#2dkG .
~13!

The value ofa that gives the smallest mean squar
error is the scatterer radius estimate (a* ). Because the log of
the Gaussian FF is20.827(ka)2, that is, a linear function of
(ka)2, the complexity of the minimization routine is reduce
and allows for an efficient least squares solution.

However, it is not always possible to accurately obta
the normalized power spectrum@S(2k); Eq. ~9!# directly
from the power spectrum@S8(2k); Eq. ~9!#, because the
.
k

l-
FIG. 3. ~a! 3D H&E-stained histology
of a 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma
~b! Derived 3D impedance map, blac
lines show the four ROIs.~c! Esti-
mated scatterer diameter.~d! Esti-
mated acoustic concentration. The vo
umes shown in~a! and ~b! are of size
160 mm3120 mm3330 mm.
417Mamou et al.: Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites
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computedS8(0) might be very inaccurate. Whenk50 the
phase terms due to the random locations of scatterers ad
instead of canceling each other as is the case whenk.0.
This fact makes the computed value ofS8(0) very different
from its theoretical value@Eq. ~9!#. Thus, Eq.~13! is slightly
modified to include a gain parameterGa , so thatS8(2k) can
be used directly instead ofS(2k). The gain parameterGa is
obtained from

log~Ga!

5A 1

kmax2kmin
E

kmin

kmax
u log~S8~2k!!2 log~Fa

1~2k!!u2dk.

~14!

Equation~14! is one of the choices to estimate a coefficie
of proportionality between two functions. In particular in th
idealistic case whereS8 andFa

1 are proportional (S85GFa
1,

where G is a proportionality constant!, Eq. ~14! yields Ga

5G.
The gain parameterGa is dependent upona and can also

be related to the acoustic concentration,

C5nFz2z0

z0
G2

, ~15!

wheren is the number density of scatterer, (z2z0)/z0 is the
relative impedance mismatch between the scatterers an
background impedance, andz0 is the background impedance
Ga andC are then related by

C5Ga /Vs
2, ~16!

whereVs is the volume of a single scatterer.19 Vs is equal to
4
3pa3 for the fluid sphere and the spherical shell.Vs is also
equal to4

3pa3 for the Gaussian sphere.1,19

Incorporating the gain parameterGa , Eq. ~13! becomes

a* 5argminF E
kmin

kmax
@ log~S8~2k!!2 log~GaFa

1~2k!!#2dkG ,
~17!

in which S(2k) has also been replaced withS8(2k). Equa-
tion ~17! is now easier to solve becauseS8(2k) is simple to
compute from the 3DZM.S8(2k) is the magnitude square
of the Fourier transform of the 3D impedance map. A
from a* , we can computeGa* and therefore estimate th
acoustic concentrationC* from Eq. ~16!.

In order to solve Eq.~17!, it is necessary to properly
select the optimization range,kmin andkmax. An optimalka*
range has been defined to be between 0.5 and 1.2 for the
of glass beads.1 However, for the case of smoother FF~like
the Gaussian FF! only the lower limit is the most important
For this work theka range was chosen to be 0.5–2.0. F
ka* ,0.5, FFs are usually flat~their derivative vanishes a
ka* approaches 0!, which leads to large inaccuracies in th
estimates: estimates are found to be close to the lower bo
of the estimation range~usually below 3–5mm!. For ka*
.2.0, FF amplitudes are usually very low~e.g.,215 dB for
the Gaussian FF! and noise can be dominant~backscattered
signal amplitudes are already around260 dB or less1!. Table
418 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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II shows the frequency ranges for scatterer of radii 10,
and 100mm deduced fromka50.5 andka52.0. A speed of
sound of 1540 m/s was assumed.

The challenge for defining the optimalka* range is that
it depends upon the estimated radius that is unknown. O
approach could be to chose an average radius and then
duce from the optimalka range values forkmin and kmax.
However, computational trials using this approach ha
shown a bias in the estimates: all estimates were found to
within a few percent of the average radius chosen.

An alternate approach was used to definekmin andkmax.
The goal of this approach was to obtain estimates that w
not biased by the selected frequency range. Two new par
eterskstart and Dk, were defined wherekstart5kmin and Dk
5kmax2kmin . An error function for the radiusa is computed
from

Err~a!5Max$E~a,kstart,Dk!, for every kstart and Dk%,
~18!

where

E~a,kstart,Dk!5
1

Dk F E
kstart

kstart1Dk
@ log~S8~2k!!

2 log~GaFa
1~2k!!#2dkG , ~19!

and where the Err function is defined by the maximum of
mean squared errors over every frequency range. The o
mal ka range is hence enforced by settingE(a,kstart,Dk)
50 if kstarta,0.5 or (kstart1Dk)a.2.0.

Finally, a* was defined as the argument of the absol
minimum of Err. This scheme has no built-in bias, becaus
evaluates every scatterer radius size over every freque
range while enforcing the optimalka range. In particular, no
specific frequency range has to be enforced. Thus, the s
egy may possess the ability to find different populations
scatterers~different size, shape, impedance distribution, et!.
Populations of scatterers may be revealed by determining
different local minima of the Err function.

An alternate choice of the Err function could be

Err8~a!5Min$E~a,kstart,Dk!, for every kstart and Dk%,
~20!

as replacement for Eq.~18! @also, enforcing optimalka range
would be accomplished by requiringE(a,kstart,Dk)→` if
kstarta,0.5 or (kstart1Dk)a.2.0]. However, applying Eq.
~18! leads to better results because the Err8 functions curves
are usually very flat and their minima are impossible to d
ferentiate from noise. Err functions curves usually sh
steep minima that are clearly distinct from noise.

TABLE II. Frequency ranges deduced fromka50.5 and ka52.0 (c
51540 m/s).

Scatterer radius
~mm!

Frequency range
~MHz!

10 12.3–49.0
50 2.45–9.80

100 1.23–4.90
Mamou et al.: Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites
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TABLE III. Simulation estimates.

Medium A Medium B

Diameter~% error! 41.162.9 mm ~2.8%! 81.166.1 mm ~1.4%!
Concentration~% error! 214.2861.1 dB ~mm23! ~2%! 213.8861.2 dB ~mm23! ~0.8%!
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IV. RESULTS

Estimates for scatterer size and acoustic concentra
were obtained for simulated 3DZMs, and from a rat fibroa
enoma and a 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma using
above-described estimation scheme. The simulated 3D
studies are intended to assess the feasibility of the 3D
approach for obtaining size and acoustic concentration e
mates. In the simulated 3DZMs the quality of the estima
can be quantitatively assessed because the actual value
known.

A. Simulated media

1. Single population simulations

The first two simulated media were 3DZMs of the sam
size ~256 mm by 256mm by 256mm! containing 15 fluid
sphere-like scatterers of the same diameter. The scattere
ameters were 40mm for medium A and 80mm for medium
B. The background had an impedance of 1.50 Mrayl and
spheres had an impedance of 1.51 Mrayl. The acoustic
centration was the same for both media~same number den
sity of scatterer and same impedance difference betw
scatterer and background!, that is,

C5
15

~25631026!3 F1.5121.50

1.50 G2

50.0397 mm23.

Acoustic concentration values may have a large dyna
range from one ROI to another. Therefore, acoustic conc
tration is expressed as:CdB510 log(C) @and not 20 log(C),
becauseC is directly related to the amplitude of the pow
spectrum and is hence a second-order quantity#. For the two
simulated mediaCdB5214.01 dB mm23. For the simula-
tions, in Eq. ~17!, Fa

1 was replaced by the FF for a flui
sphere caseFa

2, and each voxel in the 3DZM was repre
sented by a cube of side length 1mm. Fluid spheres were
used because the Gaussian model was more computatio
intensive due to the infinite ‘‘size’’ of the Gaussia
‘‘spheres.’’

For both simulated media, the power spectra from
random realizations of the 3DZMs were averaged to limit
noise due to the spatial variations of the locations of
spheres. Fifty 10-realization spectra were computed for e
media. From the 50 spectra, 50 size~diameter! and acoustic
concentration estimates were obtained~Table III!. For both
media the average estimates were close to the actual va
~relative errors less than 3% for all 4 average estimat!.
Log~Err! plots as a function of the scatterer diameter
realizations of media A and B showed that absolute mini
were located very close to the actual scatterer diameters~Fig.
4!, that is, 40.8mm for medium A and 81.0mm for medium
B. The values of Err at the minima were also very close
media A and B curves@log~Err! values were around21.8 for
, Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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both curves#. Thus, the single population simulation studi
validated the 3DZM methodology as a means to obtain
curate estimates.

Figure 4 shows that diameters between 20 and 160mm
were tested. Because theka range chosen for optimization
was 0.5–2.0, one can deduce that the optimization sch
evaluated any frequency range included in the inter
~1.53–49.0 MHz!.

Both curves~Fig. 4! showed sawtooth-like behavior fo
large scatterer diameters. Equation~18! should yield a
smooth curve if an infinite number of frequency ranges w
evaluated. However, because a finite number of freque
ranges were evaluated, the sawtooth-like behavior resu
Also, the sawtooth-like behavior was more likely to occ
for large scatterer diameters because fewer frequency ra
were available from which to select, and because enforc
the upper bound of theka range limited the number of fre
quency ranges available for largea. This phenomenon could
be removed artificially by low-pass filtering the error curv
or by increasing the zero padding when computing the sp
tra so that more frequency ranges were available.

2. Two populations simulations

The next simulations evaluated the feasibility of iden
fying two population sizes of scatterers buried in a sin
medium. Seven media were simulated and the impeda
mismatches were the same for both populations: 1.51 M
for the spheres and 1.50 Mrayl for the background~Fig. 5!.
The acoustic concentration of the 40mm scatterers was con
stant at214.01 dB mm23 ~same value as for media A and B!.
The acoustic concentrations of the 80mm scatterers were
~from top to bottom at the horizontal axis location of abo
40 mm!: 29.01,214.01,217.01,220.01,223.01,226.01,
and229.01 dB mm23. These 7 media were the same size

FIG. 4. Log~Err! vs scatterer diameter for realizations of media A and B
419Mamou et al.: Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites
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media A and B~cube with side length of 256mm! and each
voxel was represented by a cube of side length 1mm.

As the acoustic concentration of the 80mm scatterers
increased, the topologies of the curves could be classifie
three categories:~1! Single clear minimum around 40mm
~for 80 mm scatterer acoustic concentration of229.01 and
226.01 dB mm23!, ~2! two clear minima around 40mm and
in the range 75–80mm ~for 80 mm scatterer acoustic con
centration of223.01 and220.01 dB mm23!, ~3! single clear
minimum near 80mm ~for 80 mm scatterer acoustic concen
tration of217.01,214.01, and29.01 dB mm23!. Hence, for
the small scatterer population to be the only one detec
@i.e., category~1!# a much higher acoustic concentration
small scatterers than large scatterers was necessary~a small
scatterer acoustic concentration at least 12 dB mm23 higher
than that of the large scatterers!. However, the large scattere
population is the only one detected@i.e., category~3!# when
the small population acoustic concentration is at mos
dB mm23 higher than that of the large population. Finally,
between@i.e., category~2!#, the curves tend to show tw
minima, one for each population.

A similar two-population study was also conduct
where this time the number density was kept the same for
40 and 80mm populations. However, the impedance valu
of the 80 mm were varied. The impedance values chos
were such that the 80mm acoustic concentration had th
same seven values as in the previous simulations~29.01,
214.01, 217.01, 220.01, 223.01, 226.01, and229.01
dB mm23!. Like before, the 40mm acoustic concentration
was kept at214.01 dB mm23. The error curves obtaine
were extremely similar to those of Fig. 5.

These simulations showed that with a factor of 2 in s
and under certain conditions~in particular concentration!, it
was possible to resolve the two populations using the 3D
optimization scheme. However, it seems difficult to ass
the resolution of the scheme based on this first set of t
population simulations.

FIG. 5. Log~Err! vs scatterer diameter for realizations of two-populati
media. The acoustic concentration of the 40mm scatterers was constant a
214.01 dB mm23. The acoustic concentrations of the 80mm scatterers were
~from top to bottom at the horizontal axis location of about 40mm!: 29.01,
214.01,217.01,220.01,223.01,226.01, and229.01 dB mm23.
420 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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The set of simulations showed that the 3DZM approa
has the potential to resolve populations of different siz
scatterers. Resolving different populations of scatterer s
was possible only when the smaller sized scatterers’ acou
concentration was greater than that of the larger sized s
terers. The difficulty of resolving two scatterer size popu
tions arises from the relative contribution of each populat
to the overall power spectrum. The power spectrum o
single population is proportional toCa,6 wherea andC are
the scatterer radius and acoustic concentration, respecti
Therefore, if the acoustic concentrations are equal, the c
tribution of the smaller sized scatterers to the overall mag
tude of the power spectrum will be much less than the c
tribution of the larger sized scatterers because the spec
is proportional to the radius to the sixth power.

These two 2-population studies demonstrated that
power spectrum is sensitive to the acoustic concentration,
not individually on the number density or the impedan
values of the different scatterers. This is in accordance w
ultrasonic scattering theory and was clearly pointed out
Insana.1 Therefore, in order to resolve smaller scatterers i
two-population medium, either the number density
smaller scatterers must be much larger than that of the la
scatterers or the impedance mismatch for the smaller sca
ers must be much larger than that for the larger scattere

B. Rat fibroadenoma results

The 3DZM of the rat fibroadenoma was divided into
ROIs, each of size 320mm by 240 mm by 390 mm @Fig.
2~b!#. Figure 2~c! shows the scatterer size estimates and F
2~d! shows the acoustic concentration estimates for the f
ROIs. The mammary duct@in red in Fig. 2~b!# is present in
two of the four ROIs, and appears in red in the bottom-rig
ROI. Also, the top-right ROI contains the mammary du
however, it cannot be seen in Fig. 2~b! because it is not
contained in the top section. The estimates obtained are
similar for the two ROIs that do not contain the mamma
duct as well as the bottom-right ROI. However, the top-rig
size estimate is the smallest and the top-right concentratio
the greatest. This might be due to the presence of the m
mary duct. However, a similar effect was not observed in
estimates of the other ROI containing the mammary duc

The error function~Fig. 6! contained a few distinct loca
minima ~generally between one and three depending on
ROI!. The estimates were obtained by selecting a minim
that was in the frequency range that was used for the s
tumor when evaluated experimentally with ultrasound~26
dB bandwidth 5–12 MHz!.16

C. 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma results

The 3DZM of the 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma w
divided into four ROIs, each of size 80mm by 60mm by 330
mm @Fig. 3~b!#. Figure 3~c! shows the scatterer size estimat
and Fig. 3~d! shows the acoustic concentration estimat
The estimates are consistent among the four ROIs. Howe
the top-right ROI has the greatest acoustic conc
Mamou et al.: Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites
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tration ~even though it does not have the smallest size e
mate!. This might be due to the presence of the red blo
cells @in red in Fig. 3~b!# in this ROI.

Here also, the error function~Fig. 7! contained a few
distinct local minima. The estimates were obtained by sel
ing a minimum that was in the frequency range that was u
for the same tumor when evaluated experimentally with
trasound~26 dB bandwidth 10–25 MHz!.16 The top plot
shows only one minimum, but the bottom plot shows fo
clear minima. However, for these two ROIs the selected s
estimates were 32 and 34mm, respectively.

D. Comparison with ultrasonic results

The estimates obtained using the 3DZM methodolo
for the two tumor types were compared to the publish
values obtained ultrasonically14–16 ~Table IV!. The experi-
mentally derived estimates represent a completely indep
dent measure from that of the 3DZM estimates. The aver
scatterer size and acoustic concentration estimates~Table IV!
were obtained by computing the mean and standard de
tion of the estimates over the four ROIs for each of the t
tumors. Results show a good agreement~difference less than
10%! for size estimates of both tumors. However, the aco
tic concentration values are significantly different~difference
greater than 6 dB mm23!.

The 3DZM technique estimates of acoustic concen
tion were significantly smaller than those obtained ultraso
cally ~6.3 dB for the fibroadenoma and 11 dB for the 4T
mouse mammary carcinoma!. The difference in estimate

FIG. 6. Err function vs scatterer diameter obtained from two different R
of the rat fibroadenoma. Top curve was obtained from the top-left RO
Fig. 2~b! and bottom curve was obtained from the top-right ROI of Fig. 2~b!.
The symbol ‘‘* ’’ shows the selected minimum for each ROI.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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might be due to several factors. First, more accurate imp
ance values may need to be assigned to a wider rang
anatomic structures. In particular, a change in the ba
ground impedance value (z0) will significantly modify the
acoustic concentration estimates. Second, the internal d
bution of acoustic properties~impedance! within the scatter-
ing structures will affect the estimates. Third, a small error
the estimate of the scatterer size can lead to a much la
error in the estimate of the acoustic concentration.16 For ex-
ample, a relative error of15% of the scatterer size estima
will lead to a relative error of227% of the acoustic concen
tration estimate.

It is encouraging that the scatterer size estimates
tained with the two independent techniques were direc
comparable, because the scatterer size depends only o
variation of the power spectrum with frequency. Howev
the acoustic concentration depends upon the estimated
terer size and the absolute amplitude values of the po
spectrum.16 The published acoustic concentration estima
determined ultrasonically were used only in a relative co
parison. Absolute values for the acoustic concentration e
mates were inaccurate because physical reflection lo
~skin layer! were uncompensated. The physical reflecti
losses mostly change the absolute values of the power s
trum but not its variation with frequency. Therefore, acous
concentration estimates found using the 3DZM m
not be comparable to estimates obtained ultrasonically.
discrepancies between the ultrasonic and 3DZM acou

FIG. 7. Err function vs scatterer diameter obtained from two different RO
of the 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma. Top curve was obtained from
top-left ROI of Fig. 3~b! and the bottom curve was obtained from th
bottom-left ROI of Fig. 3~b!. The symbol ‘‘* ’’ shows the selected minimum
for each ROI.

s
f

TABLE IV. 3D impedance map and ultrasound estimates.

Rat fibroadenoma 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma

Diameter
~mm!

Concentration
~dB mm23!

Diameter
~mm!

Concentration
~dB mm23!

Impedance map 91625 221.966.1 31.562.5 21.466.1
Ultrasound 105625 215.665 30.069.6 10.666.9
421Mamou et al.: Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites
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concentration estimates need to be further investigated.
Some of the Err curves~Figs. 6 and 7! showed multiple

local minima. The way the scatterer size estimate was
lected among the multiple local minima was somewhat e
pirical. The minimum was selected in the frequency ran
that was used for the same tumor when evaluated ultras
cally and it is in part why the sizes agreed very well betwe
the 3DZM and ultrasonic estimates. However, these
curves~Figs. 6 and 7! all tended to have a local minima ne
the value found ultrasonically demonstrating agreement
tween the two independent techniques.

To assist with the understanding of the multiple loc
minima in the 3DZM-acquired curves, a next step would
to ultrasonically scan tissues over a wider range of frequ
cies, possibly with multiple transducers. Specifically, m
tiple minima may correspond to populations of scatter
with different sizes.

V. DISCUSSION

Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites would be a ve
beneficial adjunct to already existing QUS techniques. T
work presented herein tackles this problem by using no
3D representations of tissue microstructures~the 3DZM!. In
the present work, 3DZMs were used to obtain estimates
tissue microstructure parameters, namely the scatterer
and the acoustic concentration. The 3DZM estimation te
nique was shown to be very accurate for simulated 3DZ
~Table III!. Estimates were also obtained for two mamma
tumors and results were compared against published
mates that were obtained ultrasonically.16 Average scattere
estimates for both techniques were within 10%. The res
presented in this paper demonstrate that the 3DZMs ma
accurate and useful representations of tissue microstruc
3DZM approaches to ultrasonic scattering may hence h
the potential to improve QUS techniques.

The methodologies presented herein characterize ti
microstructure from frequency-dependent information. T
use of frequency-dependent scattering information fr
structures smaller than a wavelength has also been use
characterize different media using different energy sourc
Laser scattering has been used to retrieve information a
glass and polymer structures.26 Neutron scattering has bee
used to measure molecular bond lengths.27 Also, in acoustics,
but in the low-frequency range~below 1 kHz!, frequency-
dependent scattering has been used to characterize tur
in the atmosphere.28 Thus, ultrasonic scattering has be
used16,21,29to quantitatively assess tissue microstructure. T
3DZM approach was developed to complement the ul
sonic estimation techniques, and further provide a comp
tional tool for evaluating the anatomical scattering sites a
sources.

The 3DZM approach is a powerful tool to obtain stat
tical descriptions of tissue microstructure. The 3DZM a
proach is a tissue-based capability to compute the po
spectrum~and the spatial autocorrelation function, SAF! of
the medium in a very straightforward way through the Fo
rier transform~see Sec. II A!. To improve the power spec
trum obtained from ultrasound, the ultrasonic techniqu
need to compensate for the experimental setting and the
422 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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tenuation. Normalization removes dependence upon the
perimental equipment30 and attenuation compensation
used to mitigate the effects of attenuation.31 If attenuation is
not accounted for, estimates might become unreliable
cause attenuation is frequency dependent.

The power spectrum derived from ultrasonic measu
ments is only valid over the bandwidth of the transduc
Once the power spectrum is obtained, the optimization s
in the ultrasonic technique is very similar to Eq.~13!, except
that kmin and kmax are fixed by the bandwidth of the trans
ducer. The 3DZM approach has the advantage over the
trasonic technique to obtain a power spectrum valid fo
broader range of frequencies. The only limitation of t
3DZM approach is the absolute size of the tissue volume
the voxel size.

A couple of ways exist to improve the 3DZM techniqu
First, resolution could be improved. In particular, the sect
thickness could be reduced in order to have a similar p
resolution in all three dimensions. Reducing the sect
thickness would also increase the similarities between
consecutive sections. Smaller slice thickness would have
advantage of being easier to align, or register, the sectio

Another improvement could be obtained by increas
the accuracy and the number of impedance values assi
to the different tissue structures. In some cases, it is diffic
to measure acoustic properties of tissue microstructure,
making the assignment of impedance values to differ
structures more challenging. However, an alternate techn
might be used to deduce acoustic values by iteration. 3DZ
could be used as computational phantoms to simulate b
scattered signals received by a given transducer. Then, c
parison between simulation and ultrasonic experiments co
be used to optimize the impedance values. At each step
3DZM would be updated until the simulated backscatte
signals matched the signals obtained by ultrasonic meas
ments.

In the present work, the 3DZM methodologies were on
conducted on tissues with lesions~i.e., tumors!. Thus, the
3DZM methodology should also be tested on normal tiss
to see whether the statistics of the 3DZM estimates would
different between healthy and diseased tissues. Estimates
different statistics on healthy and diseased tissues in the
of the ultrasonic techniques.16

The FF is, by definition, the normalized power spectru
of the 3DZM. Therefore, the 3DZMs can be used as a me
to extract realistic FF through the Fourier transform. Mo
interestingly, the 3DZM can also be used to help in identi
ing the anatomic scattering structures in tissues. From
inverse Fourier transform of the 3DZM-obtained FF, a 3
acoustic model of the SAF of a scattering structure can
determined. Then, it might be possible to identify the sc
tering sites by comparison of the SAF characteristics w
the histology. Also, the assumed FF has great influence
the estimates. For example, the spherical shell FF ha
steeper slope than that of the Gaussian FF.1 Therefore, using
the spherical shell FF would always lead to smaller estima
for the size and larger estimates for the acoustic concen
tion when compared to the estimates obtained with
Gaussian FF.
Mamou et al.: Identifying ultrasonic scattering sites
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The spherical scattering assumption~or any nonspheri-
cal assumption! is still difficult to fully justify, because the
scattering sites are unknown. It is our hope that the w
provided in the manuscript can eventually lead to an und
standing of the specific anatomic scattering sites which
then lead to a firm basis for the selection of a FF. Identify
the ultrasonic scattering sites would lead to great impro
ment of the diagnostic capabilities of quantitative ultrasou
Parameters could then be chosen that actually describe
tology of tissue microstructures. Then, clinicians might
able to provide a diagnosis that is based on the ultrasonic
obtained measurements of physical properties of tissue
crostructure. Therefore, identifying the ultrasonic scatter
sites may result in the possibility to develop novel and n
invasive diagnosis capabilities that are based on quantita
ultrasound approach.
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